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ABSTRACT 
Factors Associated with the Highway Mortality 
of Mule Deer at Jordanelle Reservoir, Utah 
by 
Laura A. Ramin, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1994 
Major Professor: Dr. John A. Bissonette 
Department: Fisheries and Wildlife 
Vll 
Highway mortality of deer ( Odocoileus sp.) is a nationwide concern. In 1991, 
538,000 deer-vehicle collisions occurred nationwide. Property damage to vehicles, 
human injuries and fatalities, and potential impacts to local deer populations occur 
from deer-vehicle collisions. Techniques have been evaluated to reduce highway 
mortality of deer; however, an effective, cost-efficient solution does not exist for 
widespread use. If mitigative technologies are to be successful, we need to understand 
deer behavior and movement patterns associated with highway relationships. Most 
research about highway deer kills has focused on white-tailed deer ( Odocoileus 
virginianus) in mixed hardwood habitat types. The following study pertains to mule 
deer ( Odocoileus hemionus) in a mountain brush and sagebrush-grass zone. 
The study area was located at the site of the newly constructed Jordanelle 
Reservoir near Park City, Utah. Area roads were relocated due to inundation of 
Vlll 
existing highways. Preconstruction road-kill was docwnented to be 0.29 kills/km. 
Annual road-kill levels of 278 (5.9 kills/km) and 119 (2.5 kills/km) deer occurred 
along the new roads from October 1991 to October 1993. Even though there was a 
64.2% reduction in observed deer density, second year mortality was still 9 times the 
pre-project kill. 
A study design of road-kill data collection and repetitive spotlight censuses was 
used to compare levels and composition of deer road-kills to that of the living 
population. Deer-vehicle collision levels tracked large population fluctuations. Deer 
behavior predisposed deer to mortality. Nwnbers of road-killed deer peaked in the fall 
of both years, coincident with breeding and hunting periods. Road-kill peaks also 
occurred in July and April of each year, respectively. 
Traffic characteristics, road alignment, and vegetative and topographic features 
were described relative to mule deer kill locations (recorded to the .10 mile). Traffic 
volwne and percent vegetative cover were higher along US40 than either state route; 
road-kills were correspondingly higher along US40. Roads adjacent to agricultural 
areas along all routes sustained the fewest highway mortalities of deer. Deer 
approached roads along drainages; large drainages intersected highways in 79% of 




Highway mortality of deer ( Odocoileus sp.) is a nationwide concern and was 
documented as early as 1925 (Stoner 1925). The problem persists; annual nationwide 
deer-vehicle collisions were estimated at 200,000 by 1980 (Williamson 1980). I 
reviewed the scientific literature pertaining to highway mortality of deer to understand 
the level of current knowledge and directions for further study. I identified 14 studies 
(Table I-1) that described ecological relationships associated with deer road-kill 
distributions. These studies also documented the seasonal distributions of sex and age 
classes involved in automobile collisions. Another three studies (Arnold 1978, Jahn 
1959, O'Gara and Harris 1988) focused on population characteristics of road-kills. 
Only four states, California, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wyoming, are 
represented in the 14 studies on deer-highway relationships. Eleven studies addressed 
white-tailed deer ( 0 virginianus); 10 were conducted in predominantly mixed 
hardwood forests with interspersed agricultural areas. Mule and black-tailed deer ( 0 
hemionus) were represented in three studies. However, the identification and 
descriptions of deer kill sites in two of these studies (Mansfield and Miller 1975, 
Reeve 1988) were general. 
Published literature indicated that the temporal and spatial distributions of deer 
road-kills were nonrandom. Bimodal seasonal road-kill peaks were evident in white-
tailed deer research (Allen and McCullough 1976, Bellis and Graves 1971, Carbaugh 
et al. 1975, Puglisi et al. 1974) and were attributed to seasonal behavioral patterns. 
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Table I-1. Ecological research about the highway mortality of deer. 
Author Species State Habitat Type 
Allen/McCullough 1976 O virginianus Mich. Mixed hardwood 
Bashore et al. 1985 O virginianus Pa. Mixed hardwood 
Bellis/Graves 1971 O virginianus Pa. Mixed hardwood 
Carbaugh et al. 1975 O virginianus Pa. Mixed hardwood 
Goodwin/Ward 1976 O hemionus Wyo. Prairie 
Kasul 1976 O virginianus Mich. Mixed Hardwood 
Kress 1980 O virginianus Pa. Mixed Hardwood 
Mansfield/Miller 1975 O hemionus Calif Varieda 
Peek/Bellis 1969 O virginianus Pa. Mixed Hardwood 
Puglisi et al. 1974 O virginianus Pa. Mixed Hardwood 
Reeve 1988 O hemionus Wyo. Sagebrush 
Reilly/Green 1974 O virginianus Mich. Mixed Hardwood 
Sicuranza 1979 O v irginianus Mich. Mixed Hardwood 
Vaughan 1970 O virginianus Pa. Mixed Hardwood 
a. Habitat types included mixed conifer, foothill woodland, sagebrush, riparian. 
In Pennsylvania, research along I-80 (Bellis and Graves 1971, Puglisi et al. 1974) 
indicated fall peaks in highway mortality. In two southern Michigan studies (Allen 
and McCullough 1976, Sicuranz.a 1979), peak road mortality occurred between 
October and December. In northern Michigan, Reilly and Green (1974) found most 
road-kills occurred during spring. From 1968 to 1970, Michigan's statewide mortality 
indicated a small peak in May and a large peak in November (Hawkins et al. 1971 ). 
Mule deer research studies identified a fall peak in highway deer kills (Goodwin and 
Ward 1976, Myers 1969) associated with rnigmtion. Mansfield and Miller (1975) 
observed that peaks in road-kill varied with seasonal distributions and migratory 
patterns of mule and black-tailed deer. 
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Literature on white-tailed deer focused on the orientation of wooded, 
agricultural, and right-of-way areas relative to high deer kill sites. Carbaugh et al. 
(1975) found high kill in forested zones and low kill in agricultural areas with 
abundant forage. Deer were killed more frequently where right-of-way areas or 
woodland-field edges encouraged deer movement to roads for foraging (Puglisi et al. 
1974, Sicuranza 1979, Bashore et al. 1985). Deer kills in wooded areas occurred in a 
random pattern on both 2-lane (Bashore et al. 1985) and 4-lane (Bellis and Graves 
1971) roads in Pennsylvania. The juxtaposition of roads and fields at high kill areas 
was not consistent between studies; Puglisi (1974) evaluated statewide deer-vehicle 
collisions from 1968 to 1970 and found 58% of deer-vehicle accidents occurred where 
fields were present on both sides of the road. Along a 500-km section of I-80, Puglisi 
et al. (1974) documented high kill where one side of the highway was wooded and the 
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other a field. Right-of-way slope and vegetation also encouraged deer movement 
along or across roadways (Bellis and Graves 1971, Goodwin and Ward 1976, Kasul 
1976, Carbaugh et al. 1975). However, Bellis and Graves (1971) documented high kill 
where both sides of the road were flat and provided grazing, or where inclined right-of 
ways and elevated median strips formed troughs that funneled deer along roads. 
Carbaugh et al. (1975) observed the highest number of living deer where the right-of-
way inclined or declined relative to the road. In Michigan, Kasul (1976) described 
high kill areas with at least one side of the road and the median wooded. Mule deer 
mortality locations were associated primarily with the location of drainages (Goodwin 
and Ward 1976) and highway cuts. 
The literature on highway mortality of deer is limited at a nationwide level. 
Site-specific and species-specific differences in deer road-kill distributions exist. 
Habitat may influence the number and location of deer-vehicle accidents. Deer utilize 
the array of habitat types across North America (Wallmo 1981 ). Within habitat types, 
deer utilize different habitat components for various activities, i.e. bedding, foraging, 
migrating (Geist 1981). White-tailed deer are considered to be more cover-dependent 
than mule deer. In areas of sympatric association, white-tailed deer seek cover or 
move to valley bottoms during the winter, whereas mule deer occupy slopes, broken 
terrain, and forest edges (Kramer 1971, 1973). Within subspecies there is some 
evidence of sexual segregation and resource partitioning (McCullough 1979, Bowyer 
1984). The following chapters are intended to address mule deer road-kill 
relationships in a predominantly sagebrush-grass and mountainbrush zone in 
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northeastern Utah. The study area provides yearlong range for deer which migrate to 
local seasonal use areas depending on weather conditions. Chapters II through IV 
address the habitat and behavioral relationships of mule deer adjacent to three 
highways. Chapter II, Roal Relocation at Jordanelle Reservoir, Utah, cuuJ the 
Subsequent Increase in the Highway Mortal.ity of Deer, is intended as a summary of 
the deer road-kill problem at the study area that was related to the relocation of roads 
into migratory and daily use areas. Chapter III, TemJXJral. Distribution of Mule Deer 
Highway Mortal.ity Levels cuuJ Composition, evaluates the potential impacts to a local 
deer population from highway mortality and describes seasonal sex and age ratios of 
the road-kill population and living population. Chapter IV, Foctors Associated with 
the Spatial. Distribution of Mule Deer-Vehicle Collisions, describes traffic 
characteristics, road alignment, vegetative and topographic features associated with the 
location of deer kills. Chapter V, Deer-Vehicle Collisions: Nationwide Status cuuJ 
Technologies to Reduce Their Occwrence, summarizes a survey distributed nationwide 
to state natural resource agencies. The purpose of the survey was to identify current 
annual nationwide deer road-kill levels as well as evaluate the status of efforts to 
provide mitigative techniques to reduce highway mortality. Development of mitigative 
technologies for highway mortality of deer must be based on an understanding of 
ecological relationships. Broadly, the following chapters are intended to increase the 
knowledge of mule deer-highway relationships and to compare the findings of this 
research to those in other areas with different deer species. Locally, the information 
derived from the following chapters will be used to determine locations for the 
installation of fencing and experimental big game crossing structures. Successful 
analysis of the experimental highway crossing structures depends on preliminary 
research of the level and composition of deer road-kills at the study area. 
LITERATURE CITED 
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ROAD RELOCATION AT JORDANEUE RESERVOIR, Uf AH AND TI-IE 
SUBSEQUENT INCREASE IN TI-IE HIGHWAY MORTAUTY OF DEER1 
10 
Williarrnon (1980) estimated at least 200,0X) deer-vehicle collisions 
occurred per year nationwide. By 1991, recorded nationwide deer road-kills reached 
a level of at lea5t 538,0X) animals (L. A. Romin am J. A. Bissonette, Utah St. 
Univ., unpubl. data). Interstate highways (Puglisi et al. 1974), large deer populations 
(Bashore et al. 1985), am changes in deer distribution (Arnold 1978) were 
responsible for increased deer-vehicle collisions in many areas. ~r behavior arri 
use of roadside habitats were irnp:)rtant factors in un:lerstarrling deer-highway 
relationships (Peek aoo Bellis 1969, Carbaugh 1970, Bellis aoo Graves 1971, Puglisi 
et al . 1974, Gcx:xiwin am Ward 1976), aoo can provide important information when 
new highway system5 are planrro (Gcx:xiwin am Ward 1976) am mitigative strategies 
(Puglisi et al. 1974) are selected. 
Reilly am Green (1974) docUJrented road-kills before am after highway 
construction at a deer wintering area in northern Michigan. They reported 6 
deer/year killed in vehicular collisions before highway construction am 41 deer/year 
after construction. ~r-vehicle collisions declired through 1967 but remaired 
approxirrntely twice that of pre-interstate rmrtality. Reilly am Green (1974) 
recomrreooed that highway construction prO{X)Sllis address impacts on deer rmverrent 
1Coauthored by Laura A Romin and John A Bissonette 
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patterns anl population levels. 
Three new roads were constructed as part of the Jordanelle Reservoir project 
(JRP) nearby to Park City in northeastern Utah. Jordanelle Reservoir is a part of the 
.Municipal anl Imustrial System in the Bonneville Unit of the Central Utah Project 
(CUP). The CUP was authorized for fuming in 1956 urxler the Colorado River 
Storage Project. Its aim was to provide aburnant water to cities anl towns along 
Utah's heavily populated Wasatch Front (Hiochrmn 1991). \Vhen filled, Jordanelle 
Reservoir \\-ill have an average surface area of 840 acres. 
Based on Utah Division of Wildlife Resources (UDWR) highway rmrtality 
records of deer between 1971 anl 1975, an interageocy biological assessrrent team 
deterrnired annual pre-project deer loss at 12 deer per year (0.29 kills/km). Road 
realigmrent would iocrease annual deer loss to a predicted 24 (0.41 kills/km) deer per 
year (L. B. Dalton, UDWR, pers. comrrun.). The team expected rmrtality to be 
highest across the relocated highway 189 (now state route [SR] 32) because this area 
had the rmst active deer rmverrent route (U.S. ~nt of Interior 1979). 
Subsequent o road construction, it was apparent that deer-vehicle collisions 
exceeded the predicted loss (L. B. Dalton, UDWR, pers. comrrun.). A cooperative 
effort between the Bureau of Reclarmtion (BOR), Utah ~nt of Transportation 
(UOOI), UDWR, United States Fish am Wildlife Service (USFWS), am Utah 
Cooperative Fish am Wildlife Research Unit resulted in a two-phase study to 
urxlerstam mule deer-highway relationships am evaluate an experirrental big garre-
highway crossing structure. In this chapter we report deer-vehicle collision levels 
12 
refore arxl after highway relocation at the JRP. 
STIJDY AREA 
Prior to construction of Jordarelle Reservoir, two roads totaling 42 km 
(routes 40 arxl 189) accessed the local corrnnunities of Herer, Kamas, arxl Fraocis on 
the eastern slope of the Wasatch range in oortheastem Utah (Fig. II-1). The roads 
were located in a valley bottom where dominant vegetative communities iocluded 
rresic rreadow, riparian, pasturelarxl, am sagebrush-grass habitats. Reservoir 
construction neoessitated inun:Jation of area roads. Three rew highways (US40, 
SR248, arxl SR32) totaling 47.3 km were constructed further up drainage slopes to 
provide continued access to local corrnrunities. Mllmtain brush am sagebrush-grass 
communities characteriz.ed the drainage slopes (6,(XX) to 7,(XX) ft elevation). Limited 
stams of cottonwooo (Popul,us p.) anJ aspen (Popui,us tremuloides) OCCUITed, 
particularly along drainage bottoms. 
MErnOD.S 
UDWR personrel provided reports of highway deer kill for the first year of rew road 
operation, from ~mber 1989 to ~mber 19'.X). We comucted weekly surveys of 
area roads from 15 Cktober 1991 to 14 Cktober 1993, to doclllrent locations, sex, 
am age of deer road-kills; UOOT arxl UDWR personrel assisted with collection 





























Figure II-1. Road alignment at Jordanelle Reservoir, Utah highway relocation project, 




Personrel from UDWR docUirented 87 deer-vehicle collisions during the first 
year of rew road operation (Ixc 1989 to Dx 19<X}); UDOT personrel rermved an 
equivalent number during the sarre peri<Xl (L. B. Dalton, UDWR, pers. commun.) for 
a realized kill of 174 deer (3.3 kills/km) on area roads. Road-kills exceeded the 
preconstruction kill by 14.5 tures. Similarly, high deer road-kill levels (Fig. II-2) of 
278 (5.9 kills/km) arx:l 120 (2.5 kills/km) deer occurred during each year of the study, 
respectively. Even though there was a 64.2% decrease in the observed deer density 
during the study (Romin arx:l Bissorette, Utah St. Univ., unpubl. data), ~m year 
road-kill ITTJrtality (120 deer) was still > 9 tnres the pre-project kill. Reed 
(Colorado Div. Wtldl. Res., pers. commun.) estirrnted that only 50% of deer-vehicle 
collisions in Colorado were docUirented; we expect a similar rate holds for Utah. 
The largest percentage of deer-vehicle collisions occurred along US40 during 
both years: 68% in the first year arx:l 55% in the secom. During the first year of 
study, 14 % of the total ITTJrtality occurred on SR32 while 18 % of docUirented 
rmrtalities occurred on SR248. Twenty-five percent arx:l 19% of the total deer road-
kills occurred on SR248 arx:l SR32, respectively, during the secom year of study. 
DISCUSSION 
Th!er apparently did oot initiate frequent road crossings prior to road relocation 
at Jordarelle Reservoir (L.B. Dalton, T.L. Parkin; UDWR, pers. commun.); few 
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Figure II-2. Ann (1988 - 93) roads. (1971-75)andnew 
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deer were killed by vehicles. New roads bisected deer use areas further up drainage 
slopes, arxi deer crossed both daily arxi during seasonal migrations. Road relocation 
was followed imrrediately by a substantial iocrease in highway deer kills over the 
next 4 years, from 1~ to 19CJ3. 
Heavy winter IIlJrtality contributed to lower deer densities arxi lower road-kills 
during the secooo year of the study. UDWR estimlted a 70% reduction in the deer 
population during the harsh winter of 1992 - 19CJ3 (M. Welch, UDWR pers. 
commun.). We attributed the decrease in deer-vehicle collisions that we observed 
from Cx:tober 1991 to Cx:tober 19CJ3 to a population decline, partially caused by the 
harsh winter 1992 - 1993, arxi perhaps because deer population numbers were 
decreasing over the study as a result of the heavy road-kill; the observed live deer 
density proximal to area roads decreased 64.2 % between the first arxi secooo years of 
our study (L . A. Romin an:i J. A. Bissonette, Utah St. Univ., unpubl. data) . 
Qrr study iocorporated 2 years of data collection. Area roads have been 
operational sioce 1989. Over the short term, absolute number of kills decreased, but 
the proportion of road-kills to the observed population siz.e remaired similar. Long-
term llJ1)3CtS of highway rrortality on the local deer population are difficult to 
ascertain, but treoos iooicate road-kills have a negative impact. 
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CHAPTER ill 
TEMPORAL DIS'IRIBlITTON OF MUIE DEER HIGHWAY 
MORTALl1Y LEVELS AND COMPOSIDON1 
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Abstract: We studied highway rmrtality of mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) in 
northeastern Utah from <xtober 19CJ1 to iliober 19CJ3. We compared number, am 
sex am age composition of the road-kills to that of the living population observed 
during spotlight counts. Th!er-vehicle collision levels tracked large population 
fluctuations. Th!er behavior, i.e. breeding, fawning, am migration, also predisposed 
deer to rmrtality. Numbers of road-killed deer peaked in the fall of both years, 
coiocident with breeding am hunting periods. The road-kill buck:doe ratio (23: 100) 
was higher than that observed in the living population during the fall (5: 100). Road-
kill peaks also occurred in July am April of both years. Fawn rmrtality was highest 
during fall of both years. Patterns of road-kills relative to the living population 
suggested that highway rmrtality of deer is soire COIIDination of compensatory am 
additive rmrtality. 
fuing 1980, annual nationwide highway rmrtality of deer was estiirnted to be 
at least 200,ffi) animals (Williamson 1980). Sioce then, rmny states have inlicated 
iocreases in deer-vehicle collisions. At least 538,(XX) deer road-kills occurred during 
19CJ1 (L. A. Rornin am J. A. Bissorette. Utah St. Univ., unpubl. data). 
1Co-authored by Laura A Ramin and John A Bissonette 
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Research on the rmrtality of deer on highways frequently addressed seasonal 
road-kill patterns, sex arrl age composition of the kill, arrl potential reasons for high 
arrl low kill pericx:ls. Highway rmrtality of white-tailed (Odocoileus virginiC01US) arrl 
mule deer gererally peaked during the fall, with another smiller peak occurring in 
spring (Bellis arrl Graves 1971, Reilly arrl Green 1974, Goodwin arrl Ward 1976, 
Sicuranza 1979, IAlsek et al. 1989). However, in studies comucted in deer winter 
coocentration areas in Colorado, virtually all rmrtality was observed during the early 
spring (Myers 1969). :Mansfield arrl :Miller (1975) observed seasonal peaks in deer 
highway kill levels arrl foum they reflected the seasonal distributions arrl migratory 
terrlencies of deer. 
Breeding behavior, in coJ1iunction with rmverrent associated with hunting 
seasons, was used to explain the fall peak in deer road-kill levels (Puglisi et al. 1974, 
Aroold 1978). The spring peak was attributed to the green-up of right-of-way 
vegetation arrl subsequent foraging by deer (Reilly arrl Green 1974, Carbaugh et al. 
1975). G:xxlwin arrl Ward (1976) docUirented a road-kill sex ratio on 1-80 in 
Wyoming of 27 males: 100 females from January 1967 to March 1973. An increase 
in male fil)rtality occurred during fall, arrl was associated with the breeding season. 
Jahn (1959) foum over a IO-year study that the percent of male fawns involved in 
autoIIDbile collisions (48.7%) was lower than the national natural fil)rtality average. 
The national average of male:female natural fawn IIX)rtalities was 51.5:48.5 
(Severinghaus arrl Cheatum 1956) arrl did oot include highway fil)rtality. G:xxlwin 
arrl Ward (1976) foum lower highway fil)rtality of male mule deer fawns in 
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Wyoming. Bellis ani Graves (1971) foun:l similar male:female road-kill ratios in 
fawn ani yearling white-tailed deer, but adult rmrtality was skewed towards females 
(37.8:100). They reported little or oo fawn road rmrtality during the sl.llllirer 
months, and speculated that monthly differences in sex and age of road-killed deer 
reflected both the herd composition and differential vulnerability of deer sex and age 
classes. O'Gara and Harris (1988) compared highway mortality of deer to predator 
mortality of deer in Montana. Eighty-eight percent of deer involved in vehicular 
coilisions were fawns or deer::::: 7 years of age while predators killed more deer (86%) 
between 1 and 6 years of age. Only 10% of road-killed deer were in good condition . 
Proportionally more male deer were taken by predators than were involved in deer-
vehicle collisions. 
Few studies compared deer road-kill composition with that of the living 
population. Goodwin and Ward (1976) reported herd composition consisted of 23 
male: 100 female, similar to their observed road-kill population . From December 
through May, yearling males in the Yellowstone area were involved in vehicle 
accidents in greater proportion than their abundance in the living population (Dusek et 
al. 1989). The sex ratio of road-killed adult deer in Wisconsin (Jahn 1959) was not 
representative of the living population. During fall, a higher proportion of bucks was 
involved in deer-vehicle accidents although the living population showed a higher 
proportion of does. In Nugget Canyon (Lincoln County) Wyoming, road-kills in 
November and December corresponded to low numbers of live deer seen during 
spotlight counts (Reeve 1988). The sex and age composition of the Nugget Canyon 
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deer herd was not reported. Jahn (1959) and Dusek et al. (1989) warned that nwnbers 
of deer road-kills should not be used as a representation of annual population changes. 
However, many calculations of live herd composition and nwnber have been based on 
few spotlight censuses, and reported results may not adequately reflect live population 
characteristics. 
There is a need for further study focusing on the composition of deer road-kills 
compared to that of the living population. Deer-vehicle collisions may be related to 
population densities and activities related to deer life histories, i.e. breeding, fawning, 
migration. In this chapter we compare deer road-kill levels and composition to that of 
the living population over a 2-year period with an extensive study design using weekly 
highway deer kill collections and repetitive spotlight censuses. 
STIJDY AREA 
The study area was located in the valley between the Wasatch and Uintah 
mountain ranges of northeastern Utah; the Provo River originated from the Uintah 
mountains and bisected the valley floor. The Jordanelle Reservoir feature of the 
Central Utah Project was intended to capture Provo River water for municipal and 
industrial use in Utah and Salt Lake counties. Prior to construction of Jordanelle 
Reservoir, 2 roads, totaling 42 km, bisected the valley floor; the roads were inundated 
due to reservoir construction. Three new roads totaling 59 km were constructed 
partway up the drainage slopes. Segments of the new roadways (totaling 47.3 km) 
were chosen for study: state route (SR) 248 from its western junction with US40 east 
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to Kamas, SR32 from its western junction with Francis east to US40, and US40 from 
the SR32 junction north to SR248. Valley vegetation was predominantly mesic 
meadow, riparian, and pasture land. Surrounding drainage slopes were situated within 
a mountain brush and sagebrush-grass setting with scattered juniper (Juniperus sp.) and 
pinyon pine (Pinus edulis). Limited stands of aspen (Populus tremuloides), 
cottonwood (Populus sp.), and willow (Sa/,ix sp.) occurred, particularly along 
drainages. Mule deer utilized various parts of the study area as winter range, summer 
range, and year-long range depending on seasonal weather conditions. Migration 
corridors accessed local seasonal use areas. 
rvtETI-IODS 
Highway mortality of deer was documented over a 2-year period, from 15 
October 1991 to 14 October 1993. Area roads were surveyed for deer kills at least 
once a week. UDOT and UDWR personnel assisted with collection. Recorded data 
for each mortality included date, highway identification, kill location to the nearest 0.1 
mile, sex, and age for all deer. Initially, we recorded age as adult or fawn, then 
removed incisors from adult deer for age determination by cementum annuli 
procedures (Low and Cowan 1963). 
Twice-monthly spotlight counts were conducted (Reed 1969) to document live 
deer numbers and location along the three study area roads. The counts were 
conducted at dark and averaged 3.2 hours (S.D. = 21 min.) in length. Each night we 
began the spotlight run on a different route. We drove along both sides of each road 
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at a speed of 40-50 kph and used a hand-held 400,000 candlepower spotlight to locate 
deer. Sex and age (adult, fawn) classes of deer were recorded. Fawns were 
distinguished by size and morphological facial characteristics. We took rangefinder 
readings at each 0.1-mile interval to provide an estimate of observable area along each 
road (Fafarman and DeYoung 1986). Mountain brush habitats decreased deer 
visibility, and some areas along the roads were not visible from a vehicle due to 
roadside rock cuts or steep declines bordered by concrete barriers. We calculated from 
numerous spotlight runs that the mean maximum distance we were able to see with the 
spotlight was 500 m. 
Identification of road-kill and live deer populations was to the mile or 0.1 mile, 
consistent with highway mile marker delineation. We converted to metric units for 
analysis in our results where appropriate. 
RESULTS 
During winter 1991 - 1992, mean monthly snowfall totaled 7.7 cm; mean 
monthly winter snowfall for 1992 - 1993 was 46.9 cm. We documented 397 deer 
road-kills during the study from 15 October 1991 to 14 October 1993; 205 (51.6%) 
does, 75 (18.9%) bucks, 86 (21.7%) fawns, and 31 (7.8%) unclassified. Sixty-four 
fawns (16.1%) were female and 22 (5.5%) were male. There was a 57% decrease 
from 278 (5.9 deer/km) deer-highway mortalities during the first year to 119 (2.5 
deer/km) road-kills during the second year. We determined the age of 198 (70.7%) 
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adult kills were ~ 2.5 years old. The oldest recorded deer road-kills (2.5%) were 6.5 
years old. The 1992 hunter buck harvest from the Kamas District, east of the study 
area, also indicated a young population (n = 85); 55% were yearlings , 15% were 2.5 
years old, and 30% were~ 3.5 years old (M Welch, UDWR, pers. commun.). 
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We located 4,378 deer on 39 spotlight trips driving a total of 1,845 km. There 
was a 64.2% decrease from an average 14.6 deer/km2 in the first year of the study to 
5.23 deer/km2 during the second year. UDWR estimated a similar 70% reduction in 
the deer population on the Kamas District, attributed to the harsh 1992 - 1993 winter 
(M Welch, UDWR, pers. commun.). We identified the sex and age of 1,515 (34.6%) 
deer during spotlight counts: 987 (65.2%) does, 136 (8.9%) bucks, and 392 (25.9%) 
fawns. We calculated an observable area unobstructed by roadside barriers or dense 
vegetation of 10.98 km2 for the study area. Monthly and seasonal peaks in highway 
deer kills (Fig. III-2) were identified. Seasons were: fall (Sep - Nov), winter (Dec -
Feb), spring (Mar - May), and summer (Jun - Aug). The following analyses treat the 
study period as year 1 (15 Oct 1991 - 30 Aug 1992) and year 2 (1 Sep 1992 - 14 Oct 
1993), to allow interpretation of seasonal deer distributions and road-kill patterns . The 
highest road-kill peak (25%) occurred during November 1991. Thirty percent of the 
mortality in year 1 occurred during the fall even though data collection did not begin 
until 15 October 1991. Another peak (33%) was evident during the summer of year l; 
15% of the mortality for the year occurred in July. A similar fall peak (52%) 
occurred during year 2; 20% of the mortality occurred in October and 19% in 
November. A relatively large peak (18%) occurred in April. Eleven percent of the 
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Figure III-2. Monthly deer road-kill(%) at Jordanelle Reservoir , Utah, 
1991 - 93. 
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mortality occurred during the summer. During year 1, 41.8% of the annual buck 
mortality and 44.8% of doe mortality occurred during summer (Table III-1). Fawn 
mortality peaked for both males ( 47%) and females (57.4%) in the fall. During year 
2, the highest mortality among all sex and age classes occurred during fall. 
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We compared seasonal distributions of deer road-kills to observed deer 
densities during the same periods. Correlation coefficients did not show a significant 
relationship (r = 0.54, £ = 0.14) between seasonal deer densities and highway 
mortalities over the entire two year period (Fig. III-3). However, deer 
road-kill levels and deer population density were strongly correlated from summer 
1992 through summer 1993 (r = 0.94, £ < 0.01), suggesting a density dependent 
relationship. A negative correlation existed between deer densities and kill/density (r 
= -0.68, £ = 0.06). During year 1, observed deer density was low during fall (5.4 
deer/km2) and winter (9.9 deer/km2) while highway mortality was high (fall = 71 deer, 
winter= 58 deer). Deer density (2.41 deer/km2) and highway mortality (18 deer) were 
low during the second winter. Following the winter 1992 - 1993 season, deer density 
adjacent to study area roads increased slightly during spring (3.3 deer/km2) and 
summer (3.8 deer/km2). However, observed density never reached pre-winter levels. 
Highway mortality of deer also increased (n = 31) in the spring 1993 but did not 
return to pre-winter levels. Kill as a function of density was lower than observed deer 
density from winter 1992 to winter 1993, but exceeded density following the harsh 
winter of 1992 - 1993. 
The road-kill buck:doe ratio during the fall (22.9: 100) and early winter 
Table III-1. Seasonal road-kill distributions (%) for each deer class at Jordanelle 
Reservoir, Utah, 1991 - 93. 
YEAR 1 
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Fall Winter Spring Sununer 
Doe 30.0 16.0 10.2 44.0 
Buck 14.5 27.3 16.4 41.8 
F Fa\,\,11 57.4 28.6 11.4 2.9 
M Fa\,\,11 47.0 40.0 13.0 0.0 
YEAR2 
Doe 65.4 6.2 13.6 14.8 
Buck 52.6 10.5 26.3 10.5 
F Fa\,\,11 50.0 21.4 28.6 0.0 
M Fa\,\,11 40.0 40.0 0.0 20.0 
--FAWNING -
BREEDING 
25 - SEVERE WINTER 100 
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Figure III-3 . Seasonal deer-highway mortality (No .) and density (deer/km 2) at 















(fall = 6.7: 100, winter= 4.4: 100) during the same periods (Table III-2). Likewise, the 
road-kill buck:doe ratio during the fall of year 2 (18.9: 100) was larger than the ratio of 
the living population (5.6: 100). The summer buck:doe ratio was similar for the road-
kill and living populations during both years. From June to November 1992, the 
correlation coefficient between the number of fawns involved in vehicular collisions 
and the number of fawns observed on spotlight runs was significant; r = 0.84 (£ = 
0.04). The summer fawn:doe ratio of road-killed animals was low during both years, 
1. 9: 100 and 8.3: 100, respectively. Similarly low fawn:doe ratios were observed in the 
living populations for both the first (1.4:100) and second (15.4:100) summers. During 
the fall 1992, the fawn:doe ratio of road-killed deer (30: 100) and the living population 
(50.6: 100) was higher than the summer count. 
DISCUSSION 
Population density, and age and sex composition of area mule deer were 
evaluated using spotlight census techniques over a 2-year period. Seasonal biases in 
buck:doe and fawn:doe ratios may occur; however, population trends can be detected 
using repetitive spotlight counts (Progulske and Duerre 1964, McCullough 1982, 
Fafarman and DeYoung 1986). Jahn (1959) and Arnold (1978) found that deer-
vehicle collisions were related to deer activity patterns. Arnold (1978) also found 
local deer population levels to vary proportionately with road-kill levels at constant 
traffic volumes. We compared spotlight counts and road-kill data to track population 
trends and evaluate deer behavior and movement patterns which affected deer-vehicle 
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Table III-2. Seasonal buck:doe ratios obtained from deer killed on highways or seen during 
spotlight counts. 
Counts a Seasonsb 
F91 W91 Sp92 Su92 F92 W92 Sp93 Su93 
Kill 22.9 78.9 75 44.2 18.9 40.0 45 16.7 
Spotlight 6.7 4.4 2.9 31.3 5.6 0.0 13.3 12.5 
a. Kill and spotlight counts are recorded as bucks: 100 does 
b. Winter counts only include Dec and early Jan; spring counts only include Apr and May. 
Bucks are probably underrepresented in these spotlight counts due to antler loss. 
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collision incidences. 
Our results indicated that while seasonal highway mortality distributions of 
deer tracked large fluctuations in population levels, behavior associated with life 
history activities of deer, e.g. fawning, breeding, and migration, also influenced year-
round road-kill levels and composition. During the 2-year study period, both road-kill 
and observed deer density levels decreased. When harsh winter conditions ( 1992 -
1993) reduced population levels, deer road-kill levels correspondingly were lower. 
Relationships between live deer density and road-kill numbers can be attributed 
in part to deer use patterns. Between the fall and spring seasons of year 1, highway 
mortality decreased and spotlight counts recorded increased deer density. The mild 
winter that year allowed deer access to large areas and they maintained residence 
higher on drainage slopes. Weather conditions did not force deer to remain near area 
roads, although it is evident from highway mortalities that they frequently approached 
and crossed roads. We attributed the initial increase in deer density during spring 
1992 to the approach and congregation of deer along right-of-ways for foraging. 
Fall peaks in the highway mortality of deer appeared related to activities 
associated with hunting and breeding during this time (Fig. III-3). Deer were moving 
around the study area more than usual. Proportionally more bucks were involved in 
vehicular collisions during the fall than were observed in the population. The breeding 
season of mule deer in Utah begins the last few days of October, peaks between 20 
November and 2 December, and declines through January (Robinette and Gashwiler 
1950). During the study, Utah deer and elk hunting seasons generally occurred from 
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late August through October (T. L. Parkin, UDWR, pers. commun. ); the most intense 
deer hunting occurred in late October. 
Fawns were involved in deer-vehicle collisions most often during the fall and 
least often during the summer of both years. The fawning period for mule deer in 
Utah begins approximately 5 June, reaches and maintains a peak between 11 - 20 
June, and declines through 15 August (Robinette and Gashwiler 1950). Fawns are 
seen infrequently during their first 6 to 8 weeks since predator defense relies on a 
"hider" strategy (Geist 1981). Fawns were absent in the observed population during 
the summer, and appeared during the fall. We therefore expected the seasonal pattern 
of fawn road-kills that occurred. 
Females were involved in collisions and observed more frequently than males 
during both years. Sixty-eight percent of adult deer road-kills were does while 70% of 
fawns were female during year 1. Similarly, 81 % of adult deer killed were does and 
87.5% of fawns were female during year 2. 
Knowledge of the compensatory or additive nature of deer road-kills is 
important in understanding long-term impacts of road construction on a local deer 
population. We did not determine mortality other than that attributable to road-kills; 
however, it is likely that road-kill mortality was in some measure additive. 
Kill/density was low when observed deer density was relatively high; suggesting 
highway mortality was compensatory. Following the decline during the winter 1992 -
1993, kill as a function of density increased, suggesting additive mortality. Whether 
road mortality is compensatory or additive, or some measure of both, will depend in 
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part upon deer densities, level of road kill, and other mortality agents. 
MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 
Highway planning teams need to account for deer use patterns and population 
trends in an area. Our study suggested that the highway mortality of deer was additive 
when deer densities were low. One strategy to reduce deer-vehicle collisions is to 
reduce local deer herds by increasing hunting (Sicuranza 1979, Reed 1993, L. A. 
Romin and J. A. Bissonette, Utah St. Univ., unpubl. data). Yet, if deer densities are 
reduced significantly by hunting, highway mortality will cause even further declines. 
Management designed to reduce local deer herds by hunting needs to consider the 
additive and compensatory nature of other forms of deer mortality. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITI-I THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION 
OF MULE DEER-VEHICLE COLLISIONS1 
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Abstract: We evaluated traffic characteristics, road aligrnrent, ani vegetative ani 
topographic features associated with rrrule deer (OdDcoileus hemionus) kills on three 
highways (US40, SR32, SR248) in oortheastem Utah to determine whether kill 
locations could be predicted. Traffic voh.nre ani percent vegetative cover were 
higher along US40 than either state route; road-kills were correspomingly higher 
along US40. Roads adjacent to agricultural areas along all routes sustained the fewest 
highway rrortalities. Large drainages intersected highways in 79% of designated kill 
wres. 
In Utah 3, 115 rrrule deer were killed annually by vehicles during the pericrl 
1982 - 19CJ1 (Utah Div. Wtldl. Resour. 1992). Annual ecooomic loss arrnunted to 
$7. 8 million, based on average values for each deer killed ani vehicle darraged 
(Romin ani Bissorette, Utah St. Univ., unpubl. data). At least 538,(XX) deer-vehicle 
collisions occurred nationwide in 19CJ1 (L. A. Romin ani J. A. Bissorette, Utah St. 
Univ., unpubl. data). ~y techniques have been evaluated in an effort to reduce 
deer-vehicle collisions; however, oore have provided an effective, cost-efficient 
solution for widespread use (Reed 19CJ3, L. A. Romin ani 1. A Bissorette, Utah St. 
1Co-authored by Laura A. Romin and John A. Bissonette 
Univ., unpubl. data). An urxierstm::iing of deer rmveirents rearby arxi across 
highways is recessary if mitigative techmlogies are to be successful. 
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Road-kill locations of white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virgi,nianus) on an 
interstate highway (Bellis arxi Graves 1971) arxi 2-lare roads (Bashore et al. 1985) in 
Pennsylvania were analyz.ed. Deer road-kill was coocentrated in non-wooded areas. 
Rarrlom kill patterns occurred in longer, wooded sections. Kress (1980) fourrl a 
positive relationship between deer numbers am field size. Sicuranza (1979) fourrl 
that deer-vehicle accident rates were higher in areas where old fields bordered crops 
or wcxxls than where cover type was continuous. Puglisi (197 4) docurrented that 
58% of white-tailed deer-vehicle accidents along Interstate 80 in Pennsylvania were in 
areas where both sides of the road were bordered by fields. Puglisi et al. (1974) 
fourrl high kill to occur where ore side of the road was wooded arxi the other side a 
field. He fourrl that accident locations were not consistent within any year. Kasul 
(1976) reported that deer road-kills were greatest where the rll!dian arxi at least ore 
side of the road were wooded. Carbaugh et al. (1975) observed white-tailed deer 
rmst frequently on ioclires arxi declires adjacent to highways rather than on level 
areas. They observed that planted right-of-ways adjacent to wooded areas were used 
IIDre highly by foraging deer than were cultivated areas. Peek arxi Bellis (1969) am 
Bellis arxi Graves (1971) obtaired similar results in the saire area. Topography also 
affected deer IIDverrents at highways, chanreling deer parallel to the road as they 
foraged (Bellis arxi Graves 1971). Areas of coocentrated mule deer IIDrtality along 
Interstate 80 in southeastern Wyoming were related to deer migratory mwerrent 
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patterns am physiographic features, am were associated particularly with riparian 
areas (Goo:lwin am Ward 1976, Ward et al. 1976)). Highway rmrtality of deer was 
coocentrated along a migratory route between ~ram winter ranges in Nugget 
Canyon, Wyoming (Reeve 1988). Mansfield am Miller (1975) founl high 
correlations between Columbia black-tailed deer winter ranges am kill locations. In 
gereral, there is limited infonnation that broadly characterizes highway rmrtality of 
mule deer. Few papers addressed whether mule deer road-kill locations were 
predictable, or at what scale. We desigred this study to uooerstaoo mule deer-
highway relationships. We doclJ.IIented road-kill locations am assessed traffic 
characteristics, road aligrnrent, am vegetative am topographic features at areas of 
high an:l low kill. We compared live deer-use patterns an:l road-kill locations to 
determire the influeoce of roadside features to deer-vehicle accident locations. Orr 
primary objective was to determire if road-kill locations could be predicted. 
STIJDY AREA 
Segrrents of three highways, US40, state route (SR) 32, am SR248, totaling 
47.3 km on the eastern slope of the Wasatch rmuntains in oortheastem Utah, were 
chosen for study. Corntruction of the roadways was COII1)leted in 1989 am was 
recessitated by the in.urnation of existing roads following construction of Jordarelle 
Reservoir; filling comrreoced in spring 199.3. Nearby corrnnunities ioclude Heber, 
Karras, am Fraocis, Utah. 
D:mnnant valley vegetation consisted of 1resic rreadow, riparian, am pasture 
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lam habitats. Surrounling drainage slopes were predominantly within a m:>Untain 
brush arrl sagebrush-grass wre (6,cm-7,00) ft. elevation), with scattered pinyon pire 
(Rl1llS edldis) am juniper (Jwupems sp.). Limited staoos of aspen (Poptdus 
trerrudoides), cottonwcxxl (Poptdus sp.), arrl willow (Salix sp.) occurred. :Mule deer 
utilized the area as year-long range, but usually were forced into the valley bottom 
during winters with heavy soowfall. 
MEI1-IOD.5 
Ixer road-kill data were collected at least ooce a week from 15 Cktober 1991 
to 14 Cktober 1993. UDOT am UDWR personrel assisted with collection efforts. 
We recorded date, highway identification, anJ location of each kill to the rearest 0.10 
mile. Ixer kill wres anJ oon-kill wres were designated based on 1991 - 1993 deer 
road-kill locations. At least five kills per mile were required for a segrrent of 
roadway to be considered a kill wre. A kill wre enied when a section of road did 
oot contain a kill for greater than 0.10 miles. Four kill wre anJ four oon-kill wre 
paired locations of 0.10 mile length were raniomly selected along each highway am 
established transects perpen:licular to the road to evaluate associated habitat features. 
Twice IIDnthly spotlight counts were corxlucted to docurrent deer use adjacent 
to study area roads. We drove along ooth sides of each road at a speed of 40 - 50 
kph anJ used a harrl-held 400,00) canllepower spotlight to locate deer. Ixer were 
located to the rearest 0.10 mile. The truck was stopped when deer were spotted to 
allow for identification of sex arrl age class. Activity of deer spotted in the right-of-
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way was recorded as: feeding, lxtlling , walking, or staniing. 
fur soow trails were recorded along the right-of-way ooce each during the 
winters of 19<Jl - 19<J2 am 19<J2 - 1993 to evaluate deer approaches to the roads. We 
counted the number of trails within each 0.10 mile interval am described them as 
either parallel or perperrlicular to the road. A parallel trail continued in that direction 
for at least 30 m 
fur road-kill locations were analyzed at both large am small scales. We 
. recorded the distribution of kills over the entire study area, average traffic voh.nre 
arrl speed for each highway, percent vegetative cover, arrl topography. Features 
proximal to the road at kill am oon-kill locations were described: road aligmrent, 
right-of-way width arrl slope, right-of-way vegetation, am vegetation composition 
100 m beyom the right-of-way feoce. 
F.ach highway was characterized as 4-1~ or 2-1~ with passing lares. uoor 
recorded traffic speed am volurres for each road during two pericx:is; 11 March to 15 
March 19<J2 am 29 Jure to 5 July 19<J2. Road aligmrent at each selected kill arrl 
oon-kill transect location was described as a curve, hill, or straight section. 
We corq,leted the analysis of habitat features during September 1993. 
Stereoscopic aerial photography (1:24,cm) was used to describe habitat features. A 
transparent grid was placed over the photographs to detennire percent cover 
(IIDUntain brush am riparian areas) am topographical features at kill am oon-kill 
zores from the road to 1.2 km distant. At each selected kill am oon-kill zore location 
we established three habitat transect lires aligred perperrlicular to the road. The 
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transects were spaced 100 m apart am traversed the right-of-way wne to a distaoce 
100 m past the right-of-way feoce. The length of each habitat type was ~ured 
along the transect lines. Habitat types iocluded revegetation, rmuntain brush, 
sagebrush-grass, grass/forb, aspen, cottonwooo, willow, agricultural pasture lam, 
riparian, am river. We pooled the six pe~rrlicular transect lines at each kill am 
non-kill wne location to derive a proportion of cover for the whole transect. 
Identification of road-kill am live deer locations was to the mile or 0.10 mile, 
consistent with highway mile marker delineation. We conve1ted to lll!tric units for 
analysis in our results where appropriate. 
RESULTS 
ll:!er Locations 
We recorded 278 (5.9 kills/km) deer road-kills during the first year of study 
(15 ili 1991 to 14 ili 1992) am 119 (2.5 kills/km) deer during the secorxl year (15 
Ckt 1992 to 14 Ckt 1993). Highway US40 sustaired the highest kill levels: 68% 
during the first year arxl 55 % during the secorxl year. State routes 248 arxl 32 
sustaired similar road-kill levels; during the first year we recorded 17 % arxl 14 % of 
the total deer road lll)rtality on SR248 arxl SR32, respectively. During the secorxl 
year we recorded 25% of the total annual kill on SR248 arxl 19% on SR32. 
Nineteen deer kill wnes were identified based on the spatial distribution of 
deer road-kills during ooth years. The lll!an length of kill wnes was 1.0 km (S.D. = 
.62). ll:!er-vehicle collisions along US40 occurred rmst frequently between mile 
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markers 6.0 an:! 9.0 (Fig. IV-1) during both the first (56%) an:! secoIXi (48%) years 
of the study. Twenty-eight percent of the deer road-kills along US40 occurred from 
mile marker 7. 0 to 7. 9 during the first year. Road-kill locations were correlated 
between years along US40 at both the 1.0 mile (r = 0.69, _e = 0.03) an:! 0.10 mile 
(r = 0.56, _e < 0.(XH) scale. ~r kill locations were rrt significantly correlated 
between the first an:i secoIXi years along SR32 at either the 1.0 mile (r = - 0.14, .e = 
0.70) or 0.10 mile (r = 0.004, _e = 0.97) scale. ~r kill locations along SR248 
were significantly correlated at the 1.0 mile interval (r = 0.72, P = 0.02), but oot at 
the 0.10 mile interval (r = 0.18, _e = 0.07). 
~r spotlight counts were rrt significantly correlated to kill locations at the 
1.0 mile interval for any road during either year: SR248 year 1 (r = 0.43, _e = 
0.19), year 2 (r = 0.17, .e = 0.61); SR32 year 1 (r = 0.42, .e = 0.23), year 2 (r = 
0.12, P = 0.73); US40 year 1 (r = 0.51, £ = 0.14), year 2 (r = 0.15, :e = 0.68). 
However, positive correlations were stronger during the first year. 
Forty percent (n = 1751) of deer spotlighted were seen on the right-of-way. 
We identified the behavior of 968 (56%) deer. Thirty-three percent were stanling 
when we first observed them, 32 % were feeding, 12 % were bedded, an:i 23 % were 
walking along the right-of-way or crossing the road. 
PerpeIXiicular snow tracks were rrt correlated with deer road-kill locations (r 
= 0.29, £ = 0.42). Parallel tracks consisted of 48% an:i 32% of all tracks counted 
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Figure IV-1. Distribution of deer kill(%) by mile marker on 3 
newly built highways (US40, SR248 , SR32) at Jordanelle 




Traffic characteristics contributed to highway rmrtality levels of deer (Table 
IV-1). Highway US40 had the highest (3.7 to 9.9 ti.Ires)~ 24-hour traffic totalsof 
the three study area roads. tv1eaI1 traffic speed was highest along US40 (112.9 kph) 
from 11 - 15 March 1992; however, over the 4 July weekeni (29 Jun to 5 Jul) 
average SJX!OO along SR248 (96.3 kph) was slightly higher than along US40 (96.0 
kph). Voh.nre arrl speed were higher along SR248 than along SR32 for lx>th test 
dates. Highway US40 was a 4-1~ road arrl SR248 arrl SR32 were 2-1~ roads with 
occasional passing zores. Road aligmrent (Table IV-2) was similar for transect kill 
arrl non-kill zore locations (x2 = 1.2, df = 2, £ = . 70). 
Habitat 
From aerial photographs (1:24,(U)) we determired that percent vegetative 
cover was greater along US40 (63%) than along SR248 (28%) or SR32 (31 %). 
ll:!signated kill zores had higher~ percent vegetative cover (40%) than non-kill 
zores (29%). Highway deer kill along US40 was highest in an area (mile markers 
6.0 - 9.0) of 87.6% vegetative cover during lx>th the first (56%) arrl seconi (48%) 
years of study. low mJrtality occurred in predominantly sagebrush-grass/wet 
rreadow (mile markers 4.0 - 5.0) or agricultural zores (mile markers 12.3 - 12.9) 
with < 20% cover. Along SR248, the agricultural zores sustaired ore deer (1.3%) 
kill during the 2-year perioo. SR32 sustaired 28% of its total deer road-kill in 
agricultural areas; however, 50% of the kill occurred at mile marker 9.0, which 
48 


































Table IV-2. Road aligrnrent at paired (n = 42) kill an:l oon-kill locations at 
Jordarelle Reservoir, Utah. 
Curve Straight 
Kill 15 23 
Non-kill 19 21 






was located in a riparian area at an agricultural pasture anl cliff interface. During 
spotlight censuses, we observed a larger proportion of deer along right-of-ways 
associated with rmuntain brush habitat than along right-of-ways in agricultural areas 
(Table IV-3). Paired sample t-tests showed oo significant differeoce in the proportion 
of cover 100 m beyorxi the feoce between kill anl oon-kill locations (t = 0.13, df = 
13, £ = O.SO). 
We examined 19 kill zores anl 19 oon-kill zones in the study area for 
associations with drainages (Fig. IV-2). Because deer road-kills occurred along 
ready all of US40, we examined the 0.10 mile location in each kill zore that 
sustained the highest rmrtality. :Major drainages intersected the roads in 16 (79%) 
kill zones. Along US40, large drainages intersected the highway at 6 (75%) of the 
kill zore locations. Two kill zore locatiorn along US40 were at highway overpasses 
(mile markers 4.0 am 8.0); two other kill zones exterxied past highway umerpasses 
(mile marker 8.2, mile marker 11.4)). Seven (37%) oon-kill zones had drainages 
intersecting the roads. However, in four of the oon-kill zones, the drainages were 
within 0.2 miles of a kill zore. 
Kill anl oon-kill locations did oot differ in right-of-way widths (t = 1.10, df 
= 13, p = 0.30). ~r kill per km was greatest when right-of-way areas were 
ioclired rather than declired or level ( + 4°) relative to the road (Table IV-4). The 
proportion of cover on the right-of-way was rever > 29% for any transect. 
Table IV-3. ~r observed(% of total deer) along right-of-ways associated with 
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Figure IV-2. Deer kill zone and drainage locations along new roads at Jordanelle 
Reservoir, Utah, 1991 - 93. 
Table IV-4. ~r kill per km relative to right-of-way slope relief along both 





















We distinguished patterns of deer road-kill distributions based on 
trafficvohnre, habitat, am topography. Traffic voh.1.nx influeoced overall highway 
deer kill levels. Traffic vohIDe was highest on US40. Though total kill in the study 
area decreased by 57 % from the first to the secorxl year, road-kills rernaired higher 
along US40 than either SR248 or SR32. ~r-vehicle collisions also occurred rmre 
frequently am traffic voh.n1e was higher along SR248 than along SR32 during ooth 
years. The 4-lane aligrnrent of US40 may also have contributed to higher deer road-
kill levels. 
Road-kill locations at the 0.10 scale were oot consistent between years, but 
they did seen consistent at the wne level (Fig. IV-1). Vegetative cover along the 
length of US40 was greater than along SR248 or SR32. Likewise, percent cover was 
higher for designated kill wnes as compared to non-kill wnes. Roadside 
cover appeared to eocourage deer rmvenxnt to right-of-ways for foraging. 
Agricultural areas provided abuniant forage away from road sides am had low deer-
vehicle collision levels. The initial approach of deer to road sides appeared closely 
related to drainage locations; higher kill levels occurred near large drainages. 
Although drainages provided highway approaches for deer, right-of-way 
vegetation ard slope intlueoced road-kill locations. Observed deer activity along the 
right-of-ways irxlicated deer rmved parallel to roadways while utilizing the right-of-
way for foraging am bedding. Sloped right-of-ways were characteristic of high kill 
areas, am may have ~led deer along the highway. Low spotlight-kill correlations 
further suggested that deer did not imrediately croos the roads where they entered 
right-of-way areas. Soow track counts also in:licated parallel IlDVeirent of deer. 
MANAGEMENf RECOMMENDATIONS 
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Orr furlings in:licated that topographic am vegetative features associated with 
the highway IlDrtality of deer were irrµ)rtant when evaluating patterns of road-kills. 
Roads planrro in high deer use areas that will sustain high traffic volurres should re 
identified for mitigative procedures during planning. :Mitigative techoologies, 
particularly feocing with croosing structures, should focus on the initial approach of 
deer to the highway along large drainages or in areas of heavy cover. Right-of-way 
vegetation arrl topography eocouraged IlDVeirent of deer along the highway corridor, 
creating a high potential for collisions. 
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OIAPIERV 
DEER-VEHICIE CXlllSICNS: NATirnfflOE SfA1US AND 
TECHN~ ID REDUCE THEJR OCUJRRENCE' 
Highway rmrtality of deer is a nationwide coix:em. In 1980 it was reported 
that 200,CXX) deer per year were killed on the nation's roadways each year 
(Willianmn 1980). Property damage to vehicles, human injuries am fatalities, arxi 
potential reductions of local deer JX)plllations occur from deer-vehicle collisions. 
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· Ecooomic losses can re substantial arxi will vary by state or proviix:e. Hunting 
expemitures arxi deer harvest rates can re used to calculate the ecooomic value of 
deer; for example, in Utah in 1985, 64,333 deer were harvested (Utah Div. Wtldl. 
Resour. 1992). Hunters spent a total of $79,887,400 while hunting big garre. O!er 
accounted for 81 % of the big garre harvest, or $64,708,794 of total hunter 
expemitures. F.ach deer harvested, arxi subsequently, every deer in the state, can re 
valued at $64,708,794/64,333 deer = $1ro5. Using the consurrer price inlex 30.5% 
adjust:rrent o 1992, each deer today can re valued at $1313 (U.S. Fish arxi Wildlife 
Service 1989, L. A. Romin arxi J. A. Bissorette Utah St. Univ., unpubl. data). Utah 
auto insu.ran;e clailm during 1992 imicated that an average $1200 damage per vehicle 
per accident results (Fanrers lnsura.r£e Bureau, unpubl. data, 1992). In addition, the 
Federal Highway Administration places a rmretary loss value of $1.5 million on 
each human fatality. It is estimated that 120 people per year are killed in animtl-
1Co-authored by Laura A. Ramin and John A. Bissonette 
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vehicle collisions nationwide (Nationwide Insuraoce 1993). 
Sorre techniques have been evaluated to reduce deer-vehicle accidents. For 
example, the installation of animl1:ed eer crossing Warning signs, either lighted or 
unlighted, did oot result in significant reductions in accidents or vehicle speed (Pojar 
et al. 1975, Reed 1981). Likewise, accident rates anl vehicle speed were oot 
influeoced by highway lighting (Reed 1981). Swareflex reflectors were shown to be 
ireffective at reducing mule deer-vehicle collisions (Reeve 1988, Ford anl Villa 1993, 
L. B. Dalton anl M. C. Stanger, Ut. Div. Wtldl. Resour., unpubl. data) . However, 
other studies have irrlicated success with swareflex reflectors (Schafer anl Penlarxi 
1985). Mule deer did oot exhibit behavioral responses that would irrlicate 
ackoowledgerrent or avoidaoce of vehicles equipped with ultrasonic wildlife Warning 
whistles (Romin anl Dalton 19CJ2). Wood anl Wolfe (1988) showed intercept feeding 
to be effective at reducing deer-vehicle collisions, but only during certain tirre fraJ:res 
an:l where high coocentrations of deer existed. Properly constructed an:l maintaired 
big-garre feix:ing restricted deer Ill)Verrent across highways anl subsequently reduced 
deer-vehicle collision rates (Falk et al. 1978, Reed et al. 1979, 1.udwig an:l 
Bremicker 1983, Feldharnrrer et al. 1986). Strategically located highway wxlerpasses 
an:l overpasses have proven effective in allowing deer to cross roadways bisecting 
their use areas (Reed et al. 1979, Ward 1982). 
Research of mitigative techmlogies to reduce deer-vehicle collisions is 
docmrented throughout the literature. Other work has been dore internally within 
various ageix:ies anl is unpublished. Overall, it is evident that current techmlogies 
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have oot provided an effective, cost-efficient solution for widespread use. It is 
important, for continuing efforts to reduce highway rmrtality of deer, that we have 
kmwledge of nationwide efforts so we can build upon those successes or failures. 
This study was desigred to assess current deer highway rmrtality levels nationwide as 
well as to evaluate the current status of efforts to provide mitigative techniques to 
reduce their occurreoce. 
SruDY ARFA AND ME,"TIU>S 
During <x:tober 1992, questionnaires were sent to state natural resource 
ageocies nationwide requesting infonnation on deer highway rmrtality within each 
state. We requested yearly estimates or actual counts of deer-vehicle collisions in 
each state for the past decade (1982 - 1991). In addition, we requested each state to 
identify rrethoos they have employed in an effort to reduce deer-vehicle collisions. 
Each state also evaluated the success of the technique based on either scientific studies 
or field personnel reports. 
RESULTS AND DIS(USSICN 
Forty-three states resporrled to our survey. Of these, 36 reported yearly totals 
of deer road-kills from 1981 to 1992 (Table V-1). In sumrrmy, the total reported 
deer road-kill for 1991 was 538,<ID animus. ~ite rn.nrerous states omitting these 
data, the 1991 total is at least double the reported deer kill from 1980 of 200,<ID deer 
(Wtlliarrnon 1980). Also, it is possible that only 50% of deer-highway rmrtality is 
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Table V-1. Percent change in deer road-kills by state during the period 1982-91. 
No. deer killed (year) 
Actual 
count Percent' 
State Lowest year Highest year rrnde? change 
Alabama 00 data 
Alaskab 51-77/year no 
Arizona no data 
Arkansas 3, (ill( 19(,X)) 4,200(1989) no (0.14) 
California 15, (ID/year no 
Colorado 5,202(1983) 7,296(1991) no 1.40 
Connxticut 1,429(1982) 2,423(1986) yes 1.70 
Ix!laware 103(1982) 268(1991) yes 2.ro 
Florida no data 
Georgia 50,(XX)/year no 
Hawaii no data 
Idaho no data 
lliinois 2, 797(1982) 15,SffX1991) yes 5.56 
Inliana 2,858(1982) 12,671(1991) yes 4.43 
Iowa 4,805(1982) 9,248(1988) yes 1.92 
Kansas 2,492(1982) 3,536(1991) yes 1.42 
Kentucky 1,4~1982) 4,677(19(,X)) yes 3.14 
Louisiana 1,500/year no 
Maire 2,Cffi(1980's) 3,500(19(,X)'s) no 1.75 
Marylanl no data 
Massachusetts no data 
( table continues) 
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ivfichigan 18,045(1982) 44,374(1991) 00 2.46 
Minresota 11,471(1982) 16,280(1991) yes 1.42 
ivfississippi 00 data 
Missouri 4, 779(1982) 9,519(1987) yes 1.99 
Montana 00 data 
Nebraska 1,261(1982) 3,341(1991) yes 2.65 
Nevada 00 data 
New Hampshire 455(1982) l ,CXX)(l~) yes 2.20 
New Jersef 455(1982) 10,494(1986) 23.CX5 
New :Mexico 00 data 
New York 7,269(1984) 10,978(1991) yes 1.51 
No. Carolina 5, {XX}-8, (XX)/year 00 
North Dakota 2,500(1980's) 3,CXX)(l~'s) 00 1.20 
Ohio 8,587(1982) 20,215(1991) yes 2.35 
Oklahomact 450(1985) 495(1983) yes (0.09) 
Oregon 00 data 
Pennsylvania 24,648(1983) 43,002(1~) yes 1.74 
Rhooe 1s1am 00 data 
So. Carolina 840(1982) 3689(1991) yes 4.39 
South Dakota 2, 1(56(1982) 3,363(1991) yes 1.55 
Tenressee 00 data 
Utah 1,826 5,502 yes 3.01 
(1980-81) (1988-89) 























bl-Jighest yearly estimate was used calculating total deer kill in 1991. 
cActual counts through 1988 - 89, estimlted 10,(U) deer/year from 1989 - 92. 






actually docurrented (D. Reed, Colo. Div. Wildl. Resour., pers. corrnnun.). 
Invariably, states considered their records to be considerably below the actual deer 
road-kill. 
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Due to wide variability am accuracy of deer road-kill reporting rrethoos, rmst 
state records were too ioconsistent for us to provide an average deer kill for the whole 
decade. Mlre im{x>rtantly, 61 % of the states reported an iocreasing trerxl in deer 
road-kill levels between 1982 am 1991. Only ore state, Wyoming, irrlicated a 
decrease in highway deer kill during those sarre years. Iocreasing deer populations 
am iocreasing traffic volmres in many states rrny be contributing to iocreasing deer-
vehicle collisions. 
Iooividually, New York (65,868 deer-vehicle collisions), Georgia (50,00) 
deer-vehicle collisions), :Michigan (44,374 deer-vehicle collisions), Pennsylvania 
(41,513 deer-vehicle collisions), Wisconsin (34,00) deer-vehicle collisions), am Ohio 
(20,215 deer-vehicle collisions) reported the largest deer road-kill numbers for all 
states in 1991. Alaska reported the lowest kill, estimated between 51-77 deer. 
M:>ose-vehicle accidents were considered a rmre serious coocem in Alaska; 
approxiirately (jX) mJOSe were killed in vehicular accidents each year. Aoother 150-
7':IJ troOSe were reported killed by trains each year. 
If we assurre that 538,(XX) deer is a nationwide estimate of deer-vehicle 
accidents, am we double the figure to allow for those anirrnls that warner from the 
highway to die umetected or go unreported, total yearly rmretary losses are 
substantial: $2.7 billion nationwide using the Utah estirrntes for deer value am 
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vehicle damage. Without question, there is a need to provide rrethods to reduce the 
iocideoce of deer-vehicle collisions. 
1he secom part of our survey was interned to provide a view of current work 
an! lm::>wledge in dealing with deer-vehicle collisions. All 43 states were able to 
provide a response in this area (Table V-2), although a few states have oot addressed 
the deer road-kill problem at all. 
1he responses (fable V-3) we received were sorrewhat alarming am imicated 
that we are far from adequately solving the problem of deer-vehicle collisions. ~r 
crossing warning signs, swareflex reflectors, an:! public awareness programs have 
been utiliz.ed by a majority of states. At best, these rrethods have been evaluated as 
iocooclusive regarding their effectiveness at reducing deer-vehicle collisions. 
Warning signs am swareflex reflectors were only rated as successful by 7 % am 5 % 
of the states using them, respectively. Public awareness programs, which can ioclude 
varying news releases am classroom instruction, were deerred successful by 24 % of 
the states implerrenting the programs. 
Relatively few states have used feocing am overpasses/unierpasses to deter 
deer from roadways. Yet, 91 % of the states using feocing to keep deer off roads 
reported it as being effective. Of the states using overpasses/unierpasses to route 
deer past highways, 63% have fourrl the crossings to decrease deer-vehicle collisions. 
Illimis am Michigan also used hunting to reduce local deer populations in an effort to 
lower deer road-kill levels; Michigan imicated success with this rmnagerrent 
technique. In general, all mitigative techniques were ranked as iocooclusive by a 
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Table V-2. Techniques used to reduce the highway roortality of deer in the United 
States, 1993. 
:Mitigative Technique1 
State FC uo cs LS MR SR HL WW HA HZ PR 
Alabama xb x x 
Alaska x x 
Arizona 00 data 
Arkansas x 
California x x x x x 
Colorado x x x x x x x x x 
Connecticut x x 
~la ware x 
Aorida 00 data 
Georgia x x x 
Hawaii 00 data 
Idaho x x x x x 
Illioois x x x x x 
Inliana x x x 
Iowa x x x x x 
Kansas x x 
Kentucky x x x x 
(table continues) 
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Louisiana x x 
Maire x x 
Marylarrl mdata 
M"assachusetts x x x 
l\llichigan x x 
Minresota x x x x x x x 
l\llississippi x 
l\llissouri x x x x x 
Mmtana x x 
Nebraska x x x x 
Nevada mdata 
New Hampshire x 
New Jersey x x x x x 
New iv1exico x x 
New York x x x x x 
North Carolina x x x 
North Dakota x x x x x 
Ohio x x x x 
Oklahoma x x 
Oregon x x x x 
(table continues) 
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Pennsylvania x x x x 
Rhode Islanl no data 
South Carolina x x 
South Dakota x x 
Termessee no data 
Texas x 
Utah x x x x x x 
Venmnt x x x 
Vrrginia x x x x x 
Washington no data 
West Vrrginia x x x x x x 
Wisconsin x x x x x 
Wyoming x x x x x x x x x 
a FC = feocing, UO = un:lerpasses/overpasses, CS = deer crossing signs, LS = 
lower speed limit, :MR = mirrors, SR = swareflex reflectors, HL = highway 
lighting, WW= ultrasonic warning whistles, HA = habitat alteration, HZ = hazing, 
PR = public awareress program; 
b x imicates use by state 
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Table V-3. Evaluation of state (n=43) techniques for reducing highway rmrtality of 
deer. 
Successful ( %)h SS (%Y 
~thods 
%a yes no Iocon- yes no 
elusive 
Feocing ( deer proot) 26 91 9 0 27 73 
Un:lerpasses/ 19 63 12 25 25 75 
Overpasses 
Warning signs 93 7 23 70 25 75 
Lower speed limit 16 0 0 100 0 100 
Mirrors 26 9 36 55 27 73 
Swaretlex reflectors 51 5 36 59 36 64 
Highway lighting 5 0 100 0 50 50 
Ultrasonic warning 39 0 53 47 6 94 
whistles 
Habitat alteration 14 17 17 (j(j 17 83 
Hazing 7 33 33 33 0 100 
Public awareress 49 24 14 62 0 100 
progrmrn 
a % of states using rret.hoo. 
b % of resporx:lents. 
c based on scientific study corxlucted to address highway rmrtality of deer. 
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large prOJX)rtion of the states utilizing them. There may be simple explanations for 
soil! of our timings. D!er crossing warning signs are often installed as part of 
highway construction designs. Their installation is relatively irexpensive ani the 
signs teoo to appease natural resource managefil!nt ageocies ani the general public. 
However, their actual effectiveness appears minimal. The signs are so comrmn ani 
often used for such long stretches of road that drivers becom! COill>lacent. Public 
awareness programs may be rmre worthwhile than our results iooicate. It would be 
important to learn the precise tactics utilized by those states having success with their 
programs. Feocing am overpasses/umerpasses, although rated as successful, are not 
frequently used due to typically high construction ani maintenaoce costs. · 
Additionally, it appears from our survey that for the IIDSt part, the evaluation 
of the effectiveness of various techniques has often been based primarily on field 
personnel reports. Scientific evaluations are corrµrratively few. No states iooicated 
scientific evaluation of the effects of reduced speed limits, hazing, or public 
awareness programs. 
OJr survey seems to iooicate that there is still a need to evaluate highway 
rmrtality of deer ani to provide techniques to reduce its occurreoce. We hope that 
our results will help direct wildlife managers toward further studies evaluating the 
effectiveness of current techoologies. New techoologies may still be developed. 
Adaptations of existing techoologies may provide rmre effective m!th<xls. In 
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addition, many techniques may prove to be site-specific in effectiveness. Further 
studies of deer roadside behavior may lead to the developrrent of effective techniques. 
In addition to human iitjuries an:l fatalities, the ecooomic an:l biological losses 
attributed to deer-vehicle collisions are cause for corx::em. Based on our survey 
results, there appears to be a demam for the continued developrrent an:l evaluation of 
techniques to reduce the highway nurtality of deer. 
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Road relocation at the Jordan!lle Reservoir Project (JRP) in northeastern Utah 
was completed in Ih::ernber 1989. Annual highway Imrtality of deer subsequently 
iocreased from a pre-project kill of 12 deer per year (0.29 kills/km) to 174 deer (3.3 
kills/km) in 19<X>, 278 deer (5.9 kills/km) from O:tober 19'Jl to O:tober 1992, ani 
120 deer from O:tober 1992 to O:tober 1993. The observed living population 
decreased by 64.2% following harsh winter corxlitions during 1992 - 1993. 
Study efforts as described in the previous chapters identified temporal am 
spatial distributions of the deer road-kill in the JRP area. Locally, road-kill locations 
were identified to determire the placeirent of deer-proof fe.oce am experiirental big 
gaire highway crossing structures which will be installed during ~r 1994. An 
unlerst:arxling of pre-fe.oce deer population am road-kill characteristics will help 
evaluate structtrre success. Broadly, research efforts added to the information already 
available co.oceming deer-highway relationships, which, to date, are disproportionate 
toward white-tailed deer in mixed hardwooo habitat types. 
Seasonal peaks in road-kills were identified. A fall peak occurred during both 
years. The post-winter peak varied between the ~r (year 1) am spring (year 2). 
Seasonal sex am age class road-kill distributions were related to deer behavior 
patterns. The road-kill buck:doe ratio in the fall was higher than that evident in the 
living population. Fawns were infrequently seen am seldom involved in vehicular 
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collisions during the Sl1.IIllrer. Seasonal peaks in rmrtality were similar to white-
tailed deer, but the poot-winter peak varied between years, ia.licating weather am 
subsequent behavioral responses affected kill distributions. Road-kill levels were 
additive at low deer density levels. Kill locations occurred rear large drainages. 
This was mt identified in white-tailed deer research, which focused on agricultural 
am wcxxllam habitats. Road-kills occurred in areas of high percent cover; right-of-
way vegetation eocouraged deer to rmve toward roads to forage. Few kills occurred 
in agricultural areas. ~'teep right--of-way slopes eocouraged deer to rmve along the 
highway corridor while foraging. 
Similarities between white-tailed am mule deer-highway relationships in.licated 
there are certain roadside features that may corrnmnly contribute to rmrtality 
locations. Ih!r behavior patterns, i.e. breeding, fawning, am migratory 
rmveirenis, contribute to highway rmrtality on a site- am species-specific basis. 
Manageirent teams reed to assess the array of deer-highway research that exists am 
relate that to irilividual deer populations where appropriate. The accumulation of data 
allows highway planning teams to identify potentially critical areas am provide 
appropriate mitigative techniques. An umerstaniing of local deer populations am 
area use patterns is recessary to identify construction impacts am mitigative 
techniques. 
